Spotlight on
Schools...
With the introduction of safeguarding comes the requirement for schools to consider their site security. There
is a balance to be struck between community access, the undesirable ‘fortress school’ and safeguarding—taking
reasonable steps to ensure pupils are safe on the school site.
We have carried out a huge number of projects for schools under the ‘safeguarding’ heading, helping them to address this paramount
issue. There are a number of solutions available that effectively and aesthetically meet the safeguarding requirements.

Standard 868 mesh—200 x 50mm apertures

868 mesh—200 x 25mm apertures

’V’ mesh—200 x 50mm apertures

Welded Mesh Panels
The most popular form of fencing for school sites is the welded mesh panel system - providing a variety of heights, mesh sizes and, of course, colours.
The basic principle of welded mesh panels; made from vertical and horizontal wires with
a solid weld at each cross over point, the wire is galvanised and then polyester powder
coated over the welds to protect from adverse conditions. The aperture created by the
wires can be different sizes depending on the application and requirement.

‘358’ mesh—76.2 x 12.5mm apertures

Roll Top / Safety Top—150 x 50mm

200mm /
165mm /
150mm

50mm / 38mm / 25mm

Sports Rebound—50 x 66.5mm at lower section

Additional features can add privacy and usability whether that is around the perimeter or within the site...

Screenfence; 868 panel & polyethylene (PE) screens
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‘V’ mesh and timber slats

www.smith-fencing.co.uk

Basketball hoops, goals and recessed goals
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Railings
Railings come in a real variety of styles. Generally
speaking they will consist of box section posts at ap- Standard Heights:
proximately 2.8m apart with two horizontal rails and
0.9m / 1.0m /
vertical infill bars. The choices come with the:
1.2m / 1.5m /
height, infill bar size, infill bar spacing (gaps between
1.8m / 2.0m
verticals), top of infill bars and colours.

Gates
Gates are available to match all the styles of fencing
that we do. As we fabricate the majority of them
ourselves, we can accommodate all widths and requirements. Automation can also be incorporated to
ensure your setting has the right access and exit solutions to keep your pupils and staff safe.

Infill Bars:
12mm or
16mm or
20mm

But bespoke heights
available
Plain
Top
Finial Top
Huge Range

Bowtop

Additional
Features

depending on
height

Additional
Horizontals

A great option is the Kaleidoscope fencing; ROSPA compliant bow top with no
head traps, in a variety of bright colours, with the added benefit of being a
self-raking panel system, so easily able
to cope with site undulations.

Kaleidoscope ROSPA compliant
—one colour options available
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Or vertical bar railings can be fabricated
with laser cut logos, a plethora of finial
options, and, with our in-house fabricator, we can accommodate what might
already be on site and create bespoke,
perfectly fitting, solutions!
www.smith-fencing.co.uk

Bespoke solutions
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